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Mean change in global surface
temperature



Fossile energy budget 
for future generations

© OECD/IEA 2013



Carrying capacity of the earth is being
exceeded

Rockström, 2009



Loss of biodiversity
(Mean Species Abundance)

PBL, 2009



Current course is dramatic

• Biodiversity: substantial decrease

• Climate: goal of max 2° increase will not be
reached (IPCC)

Urgent need for an alternative course



Reason for this book:

Giant climate and biodiversity crisis,
but…

…society doesn’t want to hear about it



Illustration Wietske ter Veld



Method

• 25 experts interviewed
• Broad group of experts: science, 

industry, politicians, policy makers, 
NGOs

• Questions about urgency and hope  
• Broad target group; from citizen to 

expert
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Heading for a Circular Economy
with nature as example

• Value of Global Ecosystem Services: 2x GWP
(Gross World Product)

• Nature as example: has been successful
for 3.5 billion years

• From ’take, make and waste’ to a Circular
Economy (e.g., phosphate)

• Required: shift to renewable
raw materials

• Producer becomes provider 

Louise Vet

Director Netherlands Institute of Ecology (NIOO)



Learning from nature  

• Many systems are not working properly
anymore

• Survival is only possible by learning from
nature.

• Agriculture: there is no other way than an
eco-efficient agriculture system

Rob van Brouwershaven

Director Nature and biodiversity, Ministry of Economic Affairs



Heading for a sustainable
society  

• A sustainable society requires
an 80-90% reduction of emissions and raw 
material consumption
That’s a huge challenge!

• Fossile fuel is no longer a legitimate fuel
• Agriculture: 

– A focus shift from efficiency to care  
– Government has given over control of our food supply 

to industry.
This requires reconsideration; 
food, agriculture and soil are 
common goods

Maarten Hajer

Director Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency (PBL)



Circular Economy and PepsiCo 

Robert ter Kuile

Senior Director Environmental Sustainability –

Public Global Public Policy;  PepsiCo, US



Government’s role

• Current policy: not taking the lead, but
linking with initiatives from society  

• However, as Nijpels (liberals) states: 
‘Sustainable development requires strong
public authorities above anything else’

Ed Nijpels

Former Minister of Environment



What is required in general, for
tackling the crisis?

• Awareness and education
• As society: to determine what is really

important
• Responsible behaviour of everyone in 

society



What’s in it for us?

Appealing perspective: 
•Improved relationship between humans 
and their environment
•Less production and growth
•Fewer working hours
•More time for each other
•Shift from ‘to have’ to ‘to be’
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A knowledge institute for research and consultancy 

for sustainable agriculture, nutrition and health. Making systems work.



Initiatives Louis Bolk Institute (1/2)

Partner farms (intersectoral cooperation)
•Livestock farming: increasing fodder demand
•Arable farming: need tot improve crop rotation

�Challenging opportunity:
� to link demand and supply
� to reduce costs
� to optimize circular processes

Could be the first phase of re-designing Dutch 
agriculture (esp. for high-input systems)



Initiatives Louis Bolk Institute (2/2)

Recycling biomass / organic matter

•Recycle at the highest possible quality level
•Currently: tension between agriculture and 
energy sector
•Required: Determination of optimal re-use:

– Composting �sustainable soil fertility
– An. digestion �sustainable soil fertility + energy
– Incineration � energy

•To be considered: 
Economy / Ecology / Environment / Long-term soil
fertility
•Product: out-balanced recycling system



Challenge:

• Connect with stakeholders and 
financers

• Build project team

• We’re ready to take the lead and bring
in our expertise
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The book and Circular Economy

Attention for sustainability and 
a Circular Economy within the project:
•Interviews: transport
•Meetings: biological catering
•Book production: ink, paper, energy, print 
location, etc.
(and reason for more)



Presenting the first book to 
State Secretary Wilma Mansveld



Special thanks to:

• Ministries of 
– Economic Affairs
– Infrastructure and Environment

• Experts interviewed: 
– Rob van Brouwershaven, Mariëtte van 

Empel

• Cooperation for this Seminar:
– Cathrien de Pater, Marnix Koopmans

• Book supervision:
– Cathrien de Pater, Nelson Verheul



We humans are engaged in a monumental
work of reinventing ourselves and our
societies.
You and I have the privilege to live at the 
most exciting moment of creative opportunity
in the whole of the human experience.
We have the power to turn this world around
for the sake of our children and ourselves for
generations to come.
WE are the ones we have been waiting for.  

David Korten
American economist


